Summary of climate alarm’s 12 points

Consider the commonly peddled summary points of climate alarm: Supposedly, humanity and
Earth are confronted by unusually high global temperatures. This supposedly proves unusual
global warming. Purported correlation of rising temperatures and rising CO2 shows CO2
drives temperature. This is claimed to be caused by increased CO2 through greenhouse gas
warming theory. The increase in CO2 is due to human production of CO2. There is a scientific
consensus world-wide. That supposed consensus forecasts catastrophic impacts. Climate alarm
is purported as justified by scientific data of supposedly catastrophic effects. Global warming
can be prevented. Human production of CO2 must be reduced, Imposing higher costs on energy
produced from fuels containing carbon will reduce their use. Supposedly there is world-wide
political agreement supporting this.

Earth’s Reality Emerges to expose unfounded alarm
Applying climate science to the summary of climate alarm shows:
• Supposedly, humanity and Earth are confronted by unusually high global temperatures: FALSE
• This supposedly proves unusual global warming: FALSE
• Purported correlation of rising temperatures and rising CO2 shows CO2 drives temperature:
FALSE
• This is claimed to be caused by increased CO2 through greenhouse gas warming theory: FALSE
• The increase in CO2 is due to human production of CO2: FALSE
• There is a scientific consensus world-wide: FALSE
• That supposed consensus forecasts catastrophic impacts: FALSE
• Climate alarm is purported as justified by scientific data of supposedly catastrophic effects:
FALSE
• Global warming can be prevented: FALSE
• Human production of CO2 must be reduced: FALSE
• Imposing higher costs on energy produced from fuels containing carbon will reduce their
use: TRUE
• Supposedly there is world-wide political agreement supporting this: FALSE
There is not one scrap of evidence that human production of carbon dioxide caused higher
global temperatures. None.
There is much evidence human activity does not cause global warming and much scientific
proof of global warming’s enormous benefits.
Refer to ‘Thriving with Nature & Humanity’ by Malcolm Roberts, available from www.
conscious.com.au and from many other sites world-wide.
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